The VTX A8 VT CVR is a heavy-duty soft cover designed to work with the VTX A8 VT vertical transport system. The cover is sized to cover 4 x A12 enclosures and includes 2 x industrial-rated zippers for easy and reliable deployment. The cover includes input-panel flaps, allowing the A8 enclosures to be tested without having to remove the cover. Two handle cut-outs are provided for easy handling, and a clear pocket is provided for shipping labels. The front section panels are internally reinforced for maximum protection of the speaker grills. When not used, the VTX A8 VT CVR folds into a compact footprint and stores within the VTX A8 VT. The VTX A8 VT CVR can also be used to cover a stack of 4 x VTX A8 cabinets and the array frame when left on top for transportation.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

- Heavy-duty soft cover for VTX A8 enclosures
- Covers 4 x VTX A8 enclosures on a VTX A8 VT
- Includes input-panel flaps for testing purposes
- Clear see-through pocket for shipping labels
- Handle cut-outs for easy transportation
- Folds and stores in the VTX A8 VT
- Heavy-duty industrial-grade zippers

**INCLUDED**

- 1 x VTX A8 VT CVR Soft Cover